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Application Form
Project Name* 
Name of Project

Orchestrating Productive Mathematics Discussions to Deepen Student Understanding

Amount Requested 
Amount Requested

$18,400.00

Grade Level 
Please select grade level below.

9th-12th Grade

Primary Subject Area 
Please select the primary subject area of your grant.

Mathematics

School 
Please select your school from the list below.

Billings West High School

Number of Students Served 
Please enter the number of students that will be potentially served by this grant.

6000+

Project Cost 
What is the total cost of your project?

$20,100.00

Statement of Need 
Please describe the need for this project. For example, how will this project impact student learning?

Billings Public Schools adopted the Common Core State Standards in Mathematics (CCMS). CCMS includes 
grade-level content standards and common sequencing that represent a balance of conceptual understanding 
and skills.  The Mathematical Practice Standards describe the characteristics of mathematically proficient 
students, providing teachers with the guidelines for effective instructional pedagogy.  The coherence of the 
standards within a grade and the progressions between courses make the connections among mathematical 
ideas explicit. In order to realize the potential of CCMS, teachers must have access to high-quality professional 
development, including opportunities to deeply understand the content and the implications for instruction 
of the Practice Standards.
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The purpose of this project is to provide professional development and technologies to West High math 
teachers to better implement the content and practices of CCMS.  Our teachers will have the opportunity to 
use technology and software to support students.  They will have the opportunity to collaborate with national 
authors and leaders of curriculum and instruction to provide students with engaging, powerful learning 
experiences to ensure that students will deeply understand the math they are learning.

This project will fund two professional development opportunities for our teachers.  Last year, a cadre of 
teachers representing the PLC groups at West High attended an NCTM Interactive Institute on Engaging 
Students in Learning.  The keynote address was given by Margaret S. Smith, author of two significant NCTM 
publications.  This project invites Dr. Smith to train BPS teachers in her 5 Practices for Orchestrating 
Productive Mathematical Discussions.  Teachers who attempt to use inquiry-based, student-centered 
instructional tasks face challenges that go beyond identifying well-designed tasks and setting them up 
appropriately in the classroom.  Because solution paths are usually not specified for these types of tasks, 
students approach them in unique and unanticipated ways.  Teachers must not only strive to understand how 
students are making sense of the task but also align students’ disparate ideas. These practices require 
planning but they are designed to ensure that teachers use student responses to advance the understanding 
of the class as a whole and to gain time to make instructional decisions during the lesson.

Also,  professional development is planned to better implement TI-Nspire technologies in the classroom. 
This project will allow teachers to gain more access to existing Navigator systems by having individualized 
training with a Texas Instruments coach. A recent departmental survey shows renewed interest in training 
and its benefits for students.  

This project will also purchase Geometers Sketchpad and TI-SmartView software to facilitate multiple 
representations. Representations include all the different ways that students depict their mathematical 
thinking as well as the processes they use to put their thinking into those forms, including written work, oral 
explanations, models with manipulative materials, and even the mental processes one uses to do 
mathematics. Students need to represent their mathematical thinking for two purposes: so that they better 
understand the mathematics they are doing and to share their ideas with others. Dynamic mathematics 
software can make a significant difference in student learning and understanding and can enhance a teacher’s 
ability to demonstrate mathematical concepts.

An excellent mathematics program requires effective teaching that engages students in meaningful 
learning through individual and collaborative experiences.  Teachers need the time and training to 
understand, implement, learn from mistakes, discuss, share, and thoughtfully make revisions to improve 
teaching.  This project will allow West High math teachers to continue their evolution through classroom use 
of technology and staff development.  

Primary Goal 
Please describe the primary goal of the project and how it blends with School District 2 goals and curriculum.

The primary goal is to provide professional development and classroom technologies to better implement 
the Common Core Math Standards and Practices at West High.  By 2014-2015, the content and mathematical 
practices for all curriculum levels will be defined and implemented by classroom teachers.  The project will 
focus on technology and pedagogical practices to integrate content-specific activities and learning strategies 
that align with the CCMS.  First, the project funds a two-day workshop with Margaret S. Smith, author of Five 
Practices for Orchestrating Productive Mathematics Discussions. Second, the project funds a Texas 
Instruments lead instructor to visit West High multiple times during the school year for one-to-one 
instruction on our existing Navigator systems to design digital classrooms that fuel interactive learning.  
Third, the project funds updated software to deepen understanding of math concepts as students create, 
compare, and use various representations. 

Project Description 
Briefly identify the major activities and materials involved in your project.
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First, the project will bring in Margaret S. Smith, author of NCTM publications 5 Practices for 
Orchestrating Productive Mathematics Discussions and Principles to Actions (see Attachment #1).  Dr. Smith 
will deliver a keynote address in the West High auditorium.  We will invite K-12 math teachers from Billings 
and around the state. NCTM’s guiding principles includes teaching and learning, access and equity, 
curriculum, tools and technology, assessment, and professionalism. With this in mind, administrators, 
counselors, and other teacher leaders are invited to the keynote address.  Principles to Actions articulates a 
unified vision of teaching principles and describes the actions required to ensure that all students learn to 
become mathematical thinkers,  prepared for any academic career or professional path they choose.  After the 
keynote, we break into a smaller group (up to 40) of BPS middle and high school teachers to work with the 5 
Practices to learn how to orchestrate discussions.  She grounds the five practices in a theoretical framework 
for promoting productive disciplinary engagement to explain how the practices work together to help 
teachers create discussions that simultaneously build on student thinking while leading toward the 
development of important mathematical ideas. 

Second, we will enable math teachers to leverage TI-Nspire technology for reinforcement of CCMS 
curriculum and math practices, real-life applications of mathematical functions, improved algebraic reasoning 
capabilities for students, and improved assessment scores to close the achievement gap for students.  With 
the overwhelming demands of curriculum implementation, West High has not successfully embedded the use 
of the five TI-Nspire Navigator systems purchased with the past grants.  However, our teachers insist they 
want to invest in this interactive, visual technology.  This grant will allow us to bring in a Texas Instruments 
coach for three days to shadow teachers and address their specific needs. With a one-to-one approach to 
training, we hope the use of TI-Nspire technology will expand beyond two teachers.  

Third, we will upgrade some of our outdated software for presentation of mathematical ideas.  We will 
purchase single-user licenses of Geometer’s Sketchpad and TI-SmartView.  Dynamic math software can make 
a significant difference in student learning and understanding and enhance a teacher’s ability to demonstrate 
math concepts. To achieve these goals, the software must be accurate, easy to use, and pedagogically well-
designed. Sketchpad’s constructions conform to Euclidean norms and to the geometry taught in our 
classrooms. Multiple coordinate systems are available in Sketchpad and useful when showing two graphs at 
once, particularly when they require different scales. Sketchpad also supports polar grids and polar functions. 
Sketchpad places a strong emphasis on users’ ability to express themselves mathematically and to present 
their thinking to others. There are three aspects of the way users express themselves: in the mathematical 
construction itself, in their writing about their mathematical thinking, and in their presentation of 
mathematical investigations to others. Sketchpad provides a suite of features to support all three forms of 
expressivity and to facilitate demonstrations using interactive whiteboards. Sketchpad’s design places a 
premium on ease of use, both for students engaged in hands-on explorations and for teachers conducting 
whole-class demonstrations.  TI-SmartView software emulates the TI-83 Plus and TI-84 Plus families of 
graphing calculators, making it an ideal demonstration tool for leading classroom instruction of math 
concepts. The emulator software easily integrates with existing projection systems for viewing by the entire 
class. Teachers can display multiple representations of graph, table, equation, list window and STAT plot 
screens simultaneously, to help students develop a deeper understanding of topics. 

Professional Development 
If your project includes professional development, how will it improve student performance?

The project funds two professional development opportunities for West High math teachers.  First, in 
August 2015, we host author Margaret S. Smith to present a keynote address open to all Billings Public school 
educators and administrators (and other Montana educators) on NCTM’s Principles to Action.  Then, she will 
focus on five practices of orchestrating productive mathematics discussion in a two-day seminar for BPS 
middle and high school math teachers.  The project also funds a long-term, individualized professional 
development with a lead instructor on Texas Instruments TI-Nspire Navigator systems. The CCMS represent a 
shift toward higher levels of cognitive demand, asking students to demonstrate understanding and solve non-
routine problems. By devoting time to professional development, our teachers learn instructional strategies 
that enable students to develop the habits of mind of a mathematically proficient student and practical 
strategies to prepare students for success.  
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Project Timeline 
When will you implement your project?

Last fall, West High contacted Dr. Smith to find suitable dates for her workshop; she will be in Billings 
August 4-5.  In April, the district leadership team designed the workshop and keynote.  We need to create 
flyers to advertise the event to various stakeholders.  We will get OPI approval for the workshop.  We will 
secure a hotel room for the presenter in late spring. In July, we will order supplies and books for the 
workshop. In August, we will pay Dr. Smith’s travel expenses. During April, we also arranged suitable dates 
for Texas Instruments to come in the summer; we will have them first come during August 10-12. In that first 
visit, we will plan our second visit in September.  During mid-summer, we will purchase the updated software 
for the next school year. Once these funds have been committed and we receive the reimbursements from 
Senior and Skyview, we can use remaining funds to assess our needs for professional development on Math 
Practices and classroom technology.  

Plan for Evaluation 
How will you evaluate student outcomes for your project?

We purposely chose our PD providers; Ms. Byers has provided two TI workshops in previous grant cycles 
and Dr. Smith delivered the keynote address at the 2014 NCTM Interactive Institute, attended by three West 
High teachers, and posed questions for the classroom.  How can educators transform the classroom to 
become a richer environment for students to become powerful mathematical thinkers? How do we engage 
learners and respond to their needs? How do educators design instructional episodes in which mathematical 
practices are embedded (including technology like the TI-Nspire)? How do we put the "why" into the "what" 
for struggling learners?  The professional development can help us focus on the high-achieving teacher 
actions necessary to implement CCMS and use technology in our existing classrooms.  Student achievement 
can then be monitored through structured or informal formative assessment opportunities monitored by the 
PLC groups and by NWEA testing for growth.  

Project Budget 
Please identify other funding sources, if applicable. You may either type or attach a budget

Through past Dewey Hansen grants and district technology monies, we now have five TI-Nspire Navigator 
systems. We are also updating our classroom technology with district technology money; we are purchasing 
color version graphing calculators and moving to sophisticated SmartBoard technology.  Our grant proposal 
includes the full cost of the Orchestrating workshop since West High is responsible for organizing the event 
and paying the instructor in a timely manner, Senior High and Skyview will reimburse us for their share of 
expenses to be added to the rollover funds for emerging technologies.  

Orchestrating Mathematical Discussions  Budget Proposal.docx

Supervisor Approval* 
I have recieved approval from mysupervisor to apply for this grant.

Yes

Attachment 1 
Please attach any photos, pages from catalogs, or other ducments below. This is optional.
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NCTM Publications.pdf

Attachment 2 

Attachment 3 
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Orchestrating Mathematical Discussions  Budget Proposal.docx
•   NCTM Publications.pdf
 



Orchestrating Productive Mathematical Discussions

Budget

Budget Item Description Budget Amount
Rollover Funds at Time of Proposal

$1700
Requested Amount

$18400

2-day Orchestrating Productive Mathematical 
Discussions workshop with author Margaret S. Smith
 Instructor fees ($2500 per day)
 Plane fare 
 Lodging Costs for 3 nights/1 room
 Car Rental 
 Meals
 NCTM publication for each participant related to 

workshop (40 books)
 Supplies for workshop
 Treats/honorarium gift

$5000
$1100
$450
$200
$200
$1200

$250
$200

$8600
Texas Instruments Lead Instructor Shadowing PD
 Instructor fees and expenses ($1990 per day; once 

in August, September, January)
 Substitute costs for teachers ($27 per hour/2 

hours/12 teachers; in September, January) 

$5970

$1296
$7266

Updated Software 
 12 single-user licenses for Geometer’s Sketchpad
 12 single-user licenses for TI Smartview Emulator

$400
$1590
$1990

 Funds for possible emerging technologies as we 
attend conferences/future professional 
development as needed

$2244

Total $20100












